THEODORE ALEXANDER TO LAUNCH NEW PRODUCTS FROM JAMIE DRAKE, RICHARD
MISHAAN, AND STEVE LEUNG COLLECTIONS AT APRIL 2020 HIGH POINT MARKET. THE
ALTHORP LIVING HISTORY COLLECTION SET TO DEBUT NEW PRODUCTS FOR ITS
VICTORY OAK THEME

HIGH POINT, NC, March 2, 2020 – Theodore Alexander is continuing their partnerships with
designers Jamie Drake, Richard Mishaan, and Steve Leung for this upcoming Spring High Point
Market. Each of these 3 industry figures has established themselves prominently with unique
products that stand out amongst the traditional pieces that continuously circulate the design
world. Theodore Alexander’s President, Neill Robinson, spoke highly of the brand’s relationship
with each of the three influencers. “The Jamie Drake, Richard Mishaan and Steve Leung
collections launching this spring build on their already globally successful collections. Working
with experienced, talented, and creative designers like Richard Mishaan and Jamie Drake
creates a treasure trove of unique designs at Theodore Alexander that keeps us on the forefront
of home fashion. They are also great people to be around, which makes the whole process fun!”
In addition to these designer launches, Theodore Alexander will add new items to its Victory
Oak catalog, which is part of the timeless Althorp Living History collection.
Jamie Drake has 15 new pieces that will be added to his collection with Theodore Alexander,
which initially launched back in 2014. At the time of first launch, the collection consisted of 50
bedroom and living room pieces, all of which effectively displayed his personality and his
exuberant sense of color. When speaking about the collaboration between Theodore Alexander
and Jamie Drake, the brand’s Director of Design and Product Development, Ian O’Hare,
summarized the unparalleled creativity that is evident in Jamie Drake’s collection. “Each piece
has a strong personality, deep originality, and is outright unique in the market place. Designers
and customers will come to cherish his instantly classic designs as both iconic and indicative of
avante garde taste.”
Theodore Alexander’s collection with Richard Mishaan was launched during the April 2019 High
Point Market, featuring 70 stunning furniture pieces that exuded a classic and tasteful feel, while
remaining modern in their design. Richard Mishaan attributes much of his inspiration to his
upbringing and influencers. “I wanted to design a collection inspired by the iconic pieces that
have inspired me over time. Some from the magical rooms of my mentors. Others from
childhood memories. Others purely from my creative imagination.” According to him, partnering
with Theodore Alexander proved to be invaluable. “Together, we pressed the envelope on new
silhouettes, brilliant wood and paint finishes, textile selections and artisan attention to detail. I’m
delighted with the results.” The collaboration will continue for the upcoming Spring 2020 Market,
as Richard Mishaan is preparing to debut 4 new pieces that will surely turn heads.
Steve Leung, an internationally recognized architect, interior designer and product designer
based in Hong Kong, is also launching new products for Spring 2020 High Point Market. As
Creative Director of ‘Steve Leung & YOO’, Steve has served the interior design industry in many

capacities with enthusiasm. Steve is the President-elect of International Federation of Interior
Architects/Designers (IFI), the Executive Director of Design Committee at China National Interior
Decoration Association (CIDA) and Adjunct Professor of HKU SPACE. According to Steve
Leung, the attention to detail makes this collection stand out the most. “Working closely with the
Theodore Alexander craftsman, each individual piece in the collection has been carefully refined
to achieve absolute perfection in proportion and rich tactile detailing.” Steve’s 15 new additions
will be eye grabbers in Theodore Alexander’s showroom in April.

--more -About Theodore Alexander:
Theodore Alexander is the finest luxury furniture brand in the world. Renowned for unmatched
craftsmanship, exquisite finishes and extraordinary design, Theodore Alexander covers a
diversity of periods and styles, encompassing thousands of unique case goods, upholstered
furnishings, lighting accents, and home accessories. Theodore Alexander is available
throughout the world at fine furniture galleries and design centers. For more information, please
visit www.theodorealexander.com.
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